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This is an upcycled project using a CD stand and a chopping board!  Principally
designed as a foot rest, the padded top means it can also be used as a seat for 

a toddler.
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FOOT REST STORAGE STOOL

Materials Equipment

Wooden CD Stand
Large wooden chopping board
Piece of fabric (approx. 4” larger than your
chopping board)
Old blanket / fleece
Wadding (optional)
Length of wallpaper (you will need enough for
all sides of the stool both inside and out)
Old belt
2 buttons (optional)
4 door knobs (optional)

Staple gun & staples (these should be no
thicker than your chopping board)
Bradawl
Sandpaper
PVA glue & strong glue 
Masking tape
Pencil
Paper scissors
Fabric scissors
Craft knife and cutting board
Hammer
Veneer nails
4 x corner brackets & screws
Short screws (optional)
Silver paint / spray (optional)

• The final dimensions of this project will depend on what materials you have used.
• The instructions are for the materials we used.  However, the same basic instructions can be
used for other materials.

• You can substitute any of the materials for other items you may have.  However, bear in mind if
you intend to use this as a toddler seat, the materials need to be sturdy enough to hold their
weight.

• The storage is designed for light / medium weight items only.  Consider the items you wish to
store when planning the base layer.

• A rectangular chopping board is ideal, however we improvised using an oval board.

PREPARING THE SIDES

1) Dismantle the CD stand, leaving yourself two sides, the top and the bottom (only one of these
end pieces will be used).

2) Remove any CD holders.

3) From the CD rack sides, cut 2 pieces that are the same width as your chopping board.  Stand
one of these up level with your chopping board side and mark along the inner edge. Do the
same on the opposite side.  The measurement between these two lines is the length you will
need to cut for your remaining two side pieces.  These will be your box pieces.
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8) Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the lining paper and also for the underside of your chopping board.

7) Once dry, lay one of the box pieces, wallpaper facing down, onto the
cutting mat.  Carefully trim off the excess paper from around the top
and sides using the craft knife.  Leave the bottom.

4) Lay one of the cut pieces onto the wallpaper and draw all the way around it.  Remove the piece
and then cut around the shape leaving an extra 1cm / 1/2” from the pencil line.  Repeat this
with the rest of the pieces (this will be the outer paper).  Use these cut pieces as a guide and
re-cut another set (this will act as the lining paper).  Repeat for your chopping board cutting a
lining piece only.

5) Roughly sand each of your box pieces on both sides.

6) Apply PVA onto one side of your box pieces.  Place the corresponding outer wallpaper piece
onto the surface, lining up the edges with your pencil line and smoothing the surface down to
remove any air bubbles (we used the edge of the cutting mat).  Repeat with all pieces and leave
to dry.
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2) Measure the bottom of your box and using the back of
the CD stand, in our case a piece of ply board, cut this
to fit the measurements. N.B.  We had to join two
pieces together and used tape and glue for this.  This
will form your base.

Repeat all of step 1 for remaining pieces, then using the
same method, join the sections together. 

ASSEMBLING THE BOX

1) Take one long piece and one short piece of your box sides.  Working on the shortest edge of
your long piece, line up the edge with the right angle edge of a bracket approximately 2 ½
cm/1” down from the top and mark the position of the screw hole.  Using a bradawl, make a
small starter hole for the screw and then fix the bracket in position.  Line up the short side
piece with the long piece, matching the top edges and mark the position of the bracket screw
hole.  Repeat as before, screwing the bracket into position.



5) Optional – you can leave the underside of the base as it is or as we did, cover the base in
wallpaper.

THE CUSHION

1) Lay your chopping board onto the fabric and measure approx. 5cm / 2” extra all the way
around.  Cut out this shape.
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3) Fold over the remaining paper on the bottom edges of your box and glue in place.

4) Once dried, apply some strong glue around the bottom edges of the box and lining up all edges,
place the base on top pressing firmly.  Leave to dry.  For additional strength, use veneer nails to
secure the base to the box, nailing at the corners and adding a few along the sides as well.

6) To cover the sides of the box, we chose to use an old belt.  Simply cut
the length to fit, add some glue and secure in place with some
masking tape until dry.  For an extra design feature, we used some of
the remaining veneer nails along the edges.

2) Fold the blanket or wadding so that you have several layers.  This will
form the padding of the cushion so you can reduce or increase the
layers depending on the thickness of the blanket / wadding used.  N.B.
If you are using wadding as we did, you only need one layer of blanket
in addition.

3) Lay the chopping board on the blanket/wadding and mark around the
board and using this as your guide, cut through the padding layers so
they are the same size as the board.
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4) With your fabric lying flat, wrong side facing up, place
your padding pieces centrally on top.  NB if you are
using wadding, this should be the uppermost layer.  Place
the chopping board, covered side facing up, on top of
the layers keeping the edges in line with the padding
layers.  Using the masking tape, fold the fabric over and
secure loosely in several places onto the board. 

5) Carefully turn the board over to the right side.

6) Stage 6 is optional: Mark out 2 points along the middle of your cushion at an even distance
from the sides (we used pins for this but you can use a small pen mark as this will get hidden).
You will need to work on a solid surface.  Using the staple gun and adhering to all Health and
Safety instructions, staple securely through all layers to the board at the mark points.

7) Turn the cushion over.  Starting in the middle of one
side, fold the fabric edge under and then over onto the
board, pulling it fairly tight as you do so. N.B. You will
want the fabric to be tight enough so there are no
wrinkles or creases when you have finished but without
any undue strain on it.  Using the staple gun, fix to the
board close to the folded edge.  Now work from the
opposite side and repeat.  Continue to do this all the
way around the board, folding the corners as neatly as
you can. N.B. It is advisable to check the right side of
the cushion at regular intervals to make sure your fabric
is being pulled evenly.
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We chose to cover our own buttons to match
the stool fabric.  You can buy these buttons at
any good haberdashery or craft shop with the
instructions included on the packaging.  They
come in a variety of sizes and are easy to make.
Once you have your chosen buttons, attach to
the cushion securely with strong thread.

FINISHING TOUCHES

Using one end of the CD rack, cut 3 or 4 pieces to act as stoppers to keep the lid from sliding off
the box.  These will only be seen when the lid is lifted off so it is your choice to cover them in
matching paper or leave them as they are (the edges will need to be sanded if left uncovered).  Glue
these to the underside of the lid making sure they fit snugly within the box once the lid is on (we
waited until the glue had set enough to hold them in place but still pliable and then tested the fit,
adjusting slightly where needed).



We used some old door knobs to create feet for our stool.  We sanded
them down slightly, sprayed them with some silver paint, varnished and
glued to the underside.  You can also buy small self-adhesive felt
protectors to put on the underside of the feet as well. 

As I mentioned, we used an oval chopping board as this is what we had to hand.  We used a spare
piece of ply board cut to the box size and secured the cushion to this with some short screws.  
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You are all done so time to put your feet up and relax!


